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Abstract

Objective: To report the formulation and implementation of an organ system based integrated curriculum for MBBS students at Ziauddin Medical University (ZMU) Karachi.

Steps of integration: The Basic Medical Science Faculty (Anatomy, Physiology and Biochemistry) along with representatives from Medicine, Surgery and Community Health Sciences held joint meetings spread over weeks to design a system based integrated curriculum for the first two years of the MBBS class. Objectives of an integrated course were devised and the duties of term coordinator determined.

Conclusion: Horizontal integration of Basic Science subjects can be achieved, with the subject specialists coordinating the teaching of a system based as opposed to subject based curriculum. The basic sciences can also be integrated with Community Health Sciences to achieve partial vertical integration (JPMA 51:60; 2001).

Introduction

The Flexner report of 1910 led to significant changes in the undergraduate medical curriculum, first in United States, then later throughout the world. It emphasized the importance of the scientific basis of medicine and a good grounding in scientific methods. The concept of spending the first two years devoted exclusively in the pursuit of basic sciences including laboratory work arose out of this educational philosophy. The subject based curriculum, which emphasizes factual knowledge of independent disciplines, lockstep instruction and implicit focus on human disease rather than health became the standard model and continues like that in most of the medical colleges of the world. A number of developments in the last few decades have forced the medical educationalists to critically evaluate the Flexner model of subject and hospital based curriculum. Foremost among the factors calling for change are a better understanding of the psychology of adult learning, the exponential growth of knowledge in the biomedical field, the questions of social justice and equity and the realization by the medical profession that more than science is required for full health cover. The consequences of exponential increase is, firstly, the need to pick out which parts of science are relevant to clinical practice and secondly, de-emphasizing the role of mere transfer of information which is likely to become obsolete. Hence, the need to pay greater attention to promotion of self learning. Influenced by these developments in educational psychology, particularly adult learning, medical educationalists have introduced integration, problem based learning and newer assessment methods.

In this article, we present how at this University integration has been implemented for the first two years of the MBBS course. In later articles we hope to outline how some of the other changes like Community based learning, promotion of Self Learning, Problem Based Learning and Continuous Assessment that have been introduced.

The Process of Integration

Basic research on learning has demonstrated that individuals acquire more information, retain it longer,
understand it better and are able to apply it more effectively if it has been taught (learned?) in a functional context\(^3\). Research has also established that curriculum organization has an effect on students learning outcomes\(^4\). So one of the first decisions to be taken after the permission to start an undergraduate program was the integration of Basic Sciences. In the traditional system, departments organize and follow their own curriculum, while in the integrated system, different departments formulate and follow common course objectives. To achieve this it was decided to have one functional Basic Health Sciences department (BHS) under one Head of the Department. Thus, we have Faculty members with postgraduate qualifications in Anatomy, Physiology and Biochemistry but for academic purposes they function as one department. This has greatly helped in implementing horizontal integration of the three subjects required to be done in the first two years by PMDC regulations.

The next step was thus the listing of the different organ systems of the body systems. For each organ system, a course coordinator was appointed from amongst the Faculty. The course coordinator with the assistance of 2-3 other faculty members then drew a list of competencies that the students were expected to exhibit on completion of the particular course (terminal objectives). This is done by starting the objective with an action verb such as describe, discuss, identify, perform etc. that clearly tells the students what is expected of them at end of the course (Table 1).
Available literature on integration was consulted but no particular plan has been adopted in toto. These objectives were then whetted in meetings of the full BUS faculty. Once the objectives were finalized, the instructional strategy relevant to the objectives was devised. Usually within the structure of an
integrated, system based curriculum design, the learning frame and desired learning outcomes from each course are introduced through lectures reinforced by Problem Based Learning work related experiences, small group discussions and laboratory based practicals. The course objectives of the entire two years have been compiled in the form of a booklet, which is supplied to each student. This is different from the traditional curricula where the first two years course is divided into major disciplines, each discipline deciding its course content without consultation with the other disciplines. During the entire academic year weekly meetings of the full BHS faculty including instructors (demonstrators) are held where the academic programme of the previous week and the coming week are reviewed. Thus the course objectives, the weightage of different parts of the course, the instructional strategy, different assessment tools and the performance of students i.e. the entire academic programme is continuously discussed and modified where needed.

**Description of Course**

Table 1 shows in detail one of the courses - The Respiratory System (Course No: 212) given in the first year. The functions of the Course Coordinator are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Functions of Course Coordinator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Prepare Terminal learning objectives for the course and get them approved in the faculty meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Prepare learning strategy for the course including the scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Prepare problems relevant to the course and get them approved in the faculty meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Prepare assessment strategy, with due weightage to each method of evaluation as well as weightage for individual objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Select a team of instructors to help coordinate the teaching activities during the term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Assign lectures to concerned teachers as per the schedule prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Arrange field visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Get student's feedback and recommendations on the conduction of the course and the problems given during the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Prepare course report based on student's suggestions and the recommendations of the faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Discuss the course report in one of the bi-weekly education meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

The opening paragraph of section I of the PMDC regulations for the MBBS degree states the main objective as to prepare a general purpose, community oriented doctor who is competent to deal with the common health problems of the people in a scientifically sound and cost effective manner. The teaching of subjects should be integrated as far as possible.

Following the guidelines of PMDC, we at Ziauddin Medical University have developed an integrated course described in this article. We hope this will help other medical colleges of Pakistan in planning to develop similar courses.

In our experience, having a single Basic Sciences Department greatly contributed to the successful implementation of an integrated course. We realize that being a new institution it was easy for us to do so but for established medical colleges this may need a major policy effort. The appointment of course coordinators assisted by representatives from the other disciplines greatly facilitated the designing and implementation of the organ systems based courses. This also helped develop a rapport between faculty members of different disciplines and helped form an effective team. In our curriculum model, the objectives of the course shown in table 1 clearly outlines how inputs from all the concerned departments can be incorporated in developing the instructional strategy in such a way, that immediately after the structure had been taught by an anatomist, the physiological and biochemical phenomenon related to that structure are dealt with by a physiologist and a biochemist respectively.
Lectures and tutorials on structure of lungs were thus followed by the mechanics of pulmonary ventilation and principles of gaseous exchange in the lungs. Partial integration with clinical sciences was then achieved by inviting a chest physician to talk on pulmonary function tests and arterial blood gas analysis in diagnosis of respiratory diseases, as well as the rationale of oxygen therapy. Similarly the community health aspects were introduced through field visits and problem based exercises relating to management of Acute Respiratory Infections in primary care settings.

In our opinion, integrating curriculum elements provides a more appropriate context for learning medicine. As opposed to the subject centered instruction an integrated curriculum fuses distinct scientific disciplines making learning more meaningful for the students. In the traditional discipline based curriculum where individual departments do not share the course contents with each other, there is a danger that some material may be omitted by everyone and conversely some material is duplicated. Integration ensures that this does not happen.
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